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Abstract
Recently, the personification and empathy ca-001
pabilities of dialogue systems have received002
extensive attention from researchers. Although003
it is straightforward for humans to express004
themselves personally and empathically, this005
is highly difficult for dialogue systems since006
training data do not provide personalities or007
empathy knowledge. In this paper, we propose008
CPED, a large-scale Chinese personalized and009
emotional dialogue dataset, which consists of010
multisource knowledge related to empathy and011
personal characteristic. This knowledge covers012
13 emotions, gender, Big Five personality traits,013
19 dialogue acts and other knowledge. CPED014
contains more than 12K dialogues of 392 speak-015
ers from 40 TV shows. We also provide several016
strong baselines for open-domain conversation017
generation. The results show that explicitly in-018
fusing personalized knowledge and emotional019
information improves the personification level020
and empathy ability of dialogue systems, but021
the infusion method needs to be further studied.022
The dataset and baselines will be released on023
https://github.com/***/CPED.024

1 Introduction025

Open-domain conversation systems are of great026

significance in the application of human-computer027

interaction, companionship, depression treatment,028

autism intervention, etc. (Zhou et al., 2018; Zhang029

et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2020b). Driving dia-030

logue systems to learn expression capabilities from031

a large-scale dialogue corpus, such as OpenSub-032

titles (Tiedemann, 2009), Ubuntu Dialogue Cor-033

pus (Lowe et al., 2015), STC (Shang et al., 2015),034

LCCC (Wang et al., 2020), OpenViDial (Meng035

et al., 2020), etc., is considered to be feasible.036

However, if we want the dialogue systems to037

possess a good command of personification capa-038

bilities, e.g., emotional expression, personality pre-039

sentation and empathetic conversation, two critical040

problems need to be tackled: (i) the lack of long-041

term stable personalities (e.g., gender, age, and Big042

Figure 1: Example from CPED dataset. The dialogue
consists of quadruples (speaker, emotion, DA, and ut-
terance) along with speakers’ personalities, e.g., gen-
der, Big Five, etc. Note that the emotions or DAs of a
speaker would change dynamically during conversation.

Five), and (ii) the lack of dynamic emotions or DAs 043

during conversation. To the best of our knowledge, 044

dialogue generation models considering emotion 045

and personality as prior knowledge at the same 046

time are currently scarce since no available dia- 047

logue dataset simultaneously provides emotional 048

information and personalities of the speakers. 049

In a conversation, the participants’ expression 050

depends on not only their linguistic context but 051

also the priori personalities and dynamic emotions. 052

For example, in Figure 1, "speaker1" with high 053

neuroticism may easily present an angry state in 054

conversation when saying "你谁? (who are you?)". 055

In contrast, "speaker2" with high extraversion and 056

low neuroticism, may tend to joke during commu- 057
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Dataset Lang. Modal Dial. Utt. Annotation
OpenSubtitles ML (_,_,t) - 11.3M -
Twitter EN (_,_,t) 4,232 33K -
Ubuntu Dia-
logue Corpus

EN (_,_,t) 930K 7.1M -

Cornell Movie
Dialogs

EN (_,_,t) 220K 304K
gender and billing-position information of
characters

OpenViDial EN (v,_,t) - 1.1M -
STC CN (_,_,t) 4.4M 4.6M -
Douban CN (_,_,t) 1.1M 6.7M -
LCCC CN (_,_,t) 12M 33M -
IEMOCAP EN (v,a,t) 151 7,433 10 emotions
DailyDialog EN (_,_,t) 13K 102K 7 emotions and 4 DAs and 10 topics
Mastodon EN (_,_,t) 535 2,217 3 sentiment tags and 27 DAs
MELD EN (v,a,t) 1,433 13,708 7 emotions
Empathetic-
Dialogues

EN (_,_,t) 25k 100K 32 emotion labels

EMOTyDA EN (v,a,t) 1,341 19,365 7 emotions and 12 DAs
ESTC CN (_,_,t) 4.4M 4.5M 6 emotions (automatically annotated)
PERSONA-
CHAT

EN (_,_,t) 10,981 164k
each personas consisting of at least 5 pro-
file sentences

MEmoR EN (v,a,t) 8,536 22,732
14 emotions and 3 personality models
(16PF, Big Five and MBTI)

PersonalDialog CN (_,_,t) 20.83M 56.25M
5 personality traits (Age, gender, location,
interest, and self descriptions)

CPED(ours) CN (v,a,t) 12K 133K
3 sentiments, 13 emotions, 19 DAs, 10
conversation scene, and speaker’s per-
sonality (Gender, age, and Big Five)

Table 1: Comparison among other conversation datasets and CPED. Modal denotes the modality of the context (v:
video, a: audio, and t: text). Dial. denotes the total number of dialogues in the dataset. Utt. denotes the total number
of utterances in the dataset. Annotation indicates how the dataset is labeled in terms of emotion or personality.

nication, pretending to be Yu Chunxiao’s husband058

to joke with "speaker1". In other words, relying059

solely on textual contexts is insufficient to model060

this dialogue generation process.061

Therefore, we propose a large-scale Chinese062

Personalized and Emotional Dialogue dataset063

(CPED), which includes the personalities of the064

speakers, dynamic emotions and DAs of the mul-065

timodal dialogue contexts. CPED, which contains066

12K dialogues and 133K utterances, is collected067

from 40 popular TV series closely related to daily068

life. We asked the psychology professional an-069

notators to label the emotion and Dialogue Acts070

(DAs) of the speakers through video, audio and071

text, which is different from DailyDialog(Li et al.,072

2017) and ESTC(Zhou et al., 2018). In daily life,073

speakers may continuously speak in a round of con-074

versation (Figure 1) during which the emotional075

state or DA state may change several times. There- 076

fore, we divided a turn of dialogue into multiple 077

utterances and annotated emotions and DAs multi- 078

ple times. Furthermore, we considered gender, age 079

and Big Five personality (BARRICK and MOUNT, 080

1991) as the basic personality traits. 081

The contributions of this paper are summarized 082

as follows: 083

• We build a multiturn Chinese Personalized 084

and Emotional Dialogue dataset called CPED. 085

To the best of our knowledge, CPED is the 086

first Chinese personalized and emotional dia- 087

logue dataset. CPED contains 12K dialogues 088

and 133K utterances with multimodal context. 089

Therefore, it can be used in both complicated 090

dialogue understanding and human-like con- 091

versation generation. 092

• CPED has been annotated with 4 types of per- 093
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sonality knowledge (name, gender, age and094

Big Five personality), 2 types of dynamic emo-095

tional information (sentiment and emotion)096

and DAs. The personalities and emotions can097

be used as prior external knowledge for open-098

domain conversation generation, making the099

conversation system have a good command of100

personification capabilities.101

• We provide baselines for personalized and102

emotional conversation (PEC), including im-103

plicit embedding and explicit infusion. This104

verifies the importance of using personalities105

and emotions as prior external knowledge for106

conversation generation.107

2 Related Work108

2.1 Open-domain Conversation Datasets109

There have been various open-domain conversation110

datasets (Table 1(rows 2-9)) over the past few years.111

These datasets are usually crawled from blogs, fo-112

rums, or TV series subtitle sites. OpenSubtitles113

(Tiedemann, 2009) is extracted from the OpenSub-114

title website and includes 2.6 billion utterances115

across 60 languages. The Cornell Movie Dialog116

Corpus (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011)117

involves 9,035 characters from 617 movies, includ-118

ing 304,713 utterances. There are also commonly119

used English textual conversation datasets, e.g., the120

Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015), Twit-121

ter (Sordoni et al., 2015a) and OpenViDial (Meng122

et al., 2020). In the field of Chinese conversation123

generation, the corpus is usually crawled from so-124

cial media, such as STC (Shang et al., 2015), the125

Douban Conversation Corpus (Wu et al., 2017) and126

LCCC (Wang et al., 2020). These datasets do not127

contain any emotional or personalized annotation128

information.129

2.2 Emotional Conversation Datasets130

Generally, the emotional perception ability of a131

dialogue model is defined as the task: emotion132

recognition in conversations (ERC) (Poria et al.,133

2019) or emotion reasoning (ER) (Shen et al.,134

2020a). Datasets, e.g., IEMOCAP (Busso et al.,135

2008), Mastodon (Cerisara et al., 2018), MELD136

(Poria et al., 2019), EMOTyDA (Saha et al., 2020),137

EDA (Bothe et al., 2020) and MEmoR (Shen et al.,138

2020a), are usually used for the ERC or ER task.139

These datasets generally have small sizes, with140

fewer than 10K dialogues, making them unsuitable141

for conversation generation tasks. Another type 142

of dataset is specifically constructed for emotional 143

conversation generation tasks (Table 1(rows 10- 144

16)). For example, DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017) 145

contains 13K multiturn dialogues with 102K utter- 146

ances manually annotated with 7 emotions and 4 147

DAs. Thus, the dataset is usually used for emo- 148

tional conversation generation (Zhong et al., 2019; 149

Liang et al., 2021). EmpatheticDialogues (Rashkin 150

et al., 2019) provides 25K dialogues with 32 types 151

of emotion labels and 2 roles (speaker and listener) 152

for empathetic conversation. ESTC (Zhou et al., 153

2018), which is annotated with six emotion cate- 154

gories using the Bi-LSTM emotion classifier based 155

on the STC dataset, is used for Chinese emotional 156

conversation generation. Unfortunately, there is no 157

available Chinese multimodal emotional dialogue 158

dataset so far. 159

2.3 Personalized Conversation Datasets 160

There are already some datasets related to per- 161

sonalized conversation (in Table 1(rows 17-19)). 162

For example, PERSONA-CHAT (Zhang et al., 163

2018) crowdsourced a set of 1,155 personas and 164

obtained 10,981 dialogs with 164,356 utterances 165

from Turkers assigned a random persona that were 166

asked to chat with others. PersonalDialog (Zheng 167

et al., 2020a), a Chinese personalized conversa- 168

tion dataset, provides 56.25M utterances from 169

8.47M speakers who are annotated with personality 170

traits, e.g., age, gender, location, interest tags, etc. 171

MEmoR (Shen et al., 2020a), a recent multimodal 172

emotion reasoning dataset used for the task of mul- 173

timodal emotion reasoning, provides a multimodal 174

conversation context, 14 fine-grained emotions and 175

3 types of personalities (16PF, Big Five and MBTI). 176

With explicit personality and dynamic emotional 177

information, we believe that CPED will provide 178

novel research opportunities and conditions for Chi- 179

nese open-domain conversation, especially multi- 180

modal emotional dialogue generation and personal- 181

ized dialogue generation. 182

3 CPED Dataset 183

In this section, we describe the processing stage of 184

constructing the CPED dataset. 185

3.1 Video Collection and Preprocessing 186

Video Source In the past, Chinese conversation 187

datasets were obtained by crawling textual dia- 188

logues from the Internet. It is difficult to obtain 189
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# of annos. Labels Num.
Sentiment positive, neutral, and negative 3

Emotion
happy, grateful, relaxed, other-positive, neutral, angry, sad, feared, depressed,
disgusted, astonished, worried and other-negative

13

Gender male, female, and unknown 3
Age group children, teenager, young, middle-aged, elderly and unknown 6
Big Five high, low, and unknown 3

DA

greeting (g), question (q), answer (ans), statement-opinion (sv), statement-
non-opinion (sd), apology (fa), command (c), agreement/acceptance (aa),
disagreement (dag), acknowledge (a), appreciation (ba), interjection (ij),
conventional-closing (fc), thanking (ft), quotation ( q̂), reject(rj), irony (ir),
comfort (cf) and other (oth)

19

Scene
home, office, school, mall, hospital, restaurant, sports-venue, entertainment-
venue, car, outdoor and other-scene

11

Table 2: Annotation labels of the proposed dataset.

multimodal dialogue data and annotate the emo-190

tions and personalities based on multimodal con-191

texts. Therefore, we searched for 100 Chinese TV192

series closely related to daily life and finally se-193

lected 40 TV series that had abundant emotional194

interaction content and sufficient characters with195

distinctive personalities.196

Dialogue Segment Selection We built a Win-197

dows application and designed a three-step filter-198

ing process to reduce the difficulty of video selec-199

tion and promote the quality of dialogue segments.200

Each worker was asked to learn the filtering rules201

and pass an assessment on which they obtained at202

least a 98% pass rate in the premarking stage. First,203

each worker was asked to watch the video and mark204

the start time and end time of each potential dia-205

logue sample through the developed application.206

Then, whether every potential dialogue sample was207

suitable for CPED would be confirmed by another208

worker. Finally, we split the videos into dialogue209

segments through the video editing tool MoviePy1.210

Subtitle Exaction For most TV series, subti-211

tles are embedded in videos and need to be tran-212

scribed to text using the optical character recog-213

nition (OCR) technique. We use the video OCR214

tool HTWCore2 to generate the subtitles of each215

dialogue segment. Thus, we obtain the dialogue216

segments and their subtitles to annotate the emo-217

tions, DAs, and personalities.218

1https://github.com/Zulko/moviepy
2https://github.com/

xiaopinggai-webrtc/HTWCore

3.2 Annotation Scheme 219

Annotation Label In order for the dialogue sys- 220

tem to learn emotional expression and personal- 221

ized expression abilities, we provide multiple types 222

of annotation labels listed in Table 2: sentiments, 223

emotions, personalities (gender, age group and Big 224

Five), DAs and scenes. We consider “positive, neu- 225

tral, and negative” as the sentiment labels that are 226

the same as MELD(Poria et al., 2019). In gen- 227

eral, the emotion labels of conversation datasets 228

are considered from among Ekman’s six basic emo- 229

tions (joy, sad, feared, angry, surprise, and dis- 230

gusted) (Ekman et al., 1987). However, the latest 231

studies, e.g., 32 emotion labels in EmpatheticDia- 232

logues (Rashkin et al., 2019) and 14 emotion labels 233

in MEmoR (Shen et al., 2020b), show that more 234

fine-grained emotion annotation can contribute to 235

research on emotional reasoning and empathetic 236

conversation. Considering the diversity of emo- 237

tional tags and the similarity of different tags, we 238

selected 13 emotion labels referring to Empathetic- 239

Dialogues (Rashkin et al., 2019) and 19 DA labels 240

referring to the SWBD-DAMSL tag-set (Jurafsky 241

et al., 1997) based on the characteristics of Chi- 242

nese open-domain conversation. In particular, we 243

have added two special labels, “other-positive” and 244

“other-negative”, which allow uncommon emotions 245

to be included. Personality is complex and change- 246

able, and there is no unified trait set of personality. 247

Different from PERSONA-CHAT (Zhang et al., 248

2018) and PersonalDialog (Zheng et al., 2020a), 249

we consider gender, age and Big Five personal- 250

ity (BARRICK and MOUNT, 1991) as the basic 251

personality traits. Following (Li et al., 2017), we 252
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Utterance Speaker
多大的事你知道的我把握不好
尺度

胡一菲

Big deal.You know, I can’t hold
the scale.

Hu Yifei

多大的事啊 胡一菲
Big deal. Hu Yifei
你知道的我把握不好尺度 陆展博
You know, I can’t hold the scale. Lu Zhanbo

Table 3: Example of utterance overlap that need to be
cut into multiple utterances correctly.

label each dialogue as one of ten dialogue scene253

categories.254

Annotation Process The annotation process is255

divided into two stages: (1) utterance-level annota-256

tion and (2) speaker-level annotation. First, we ask257

annotators to label the sentiments, emotions, DAs258

and scenes of each utterance. Second, when the di-259

alogue samples of a TV series have been annotated,260

the experts are asked to annotate the gender, age261

group and Big Five of each character that appears262

in the dialogue samples.263

3.3 Annotation Quality Control264

To guarantee quality, we recruit three psychology265

experts who have a wealth of prior knowledge and266

experience for discriminating emotion, DA and per-267

sonality. We jointly formulated labeling rules and268

labeling examples and randomly selected 200 sam-269

ples for 3 rounds of prelabeling, thereby reducing270

the discrepancy in labeling by discussing and im-271

proving the annotation scheme. Following (Poria272

et al., 2019), experts are required to annotate utter-273

ances with multi-modal information that combines274

video, facial expressions, audio and text, which can275

help improve the emotional annotation accuracy.276

Each utterance was annotated by 3 experts, and the277

majority rule was used to determine the final labels.278

If the labeling results of the three experts are incon-279

sistent, they needed to reannotate those utterances280

to find a “common” annotation. Finally, samples281

that still could not be labeled uniformly were dis-282

carded. In addition, since some speakers rarely283

speak, they will be uniformly defined as “其他284

(other)”, of which the gender, age group, and Big285

Five personality will be annotated as “unknown”.286

Finally, we include a total of 11,835 dialogues with287

multi-source knowledge.288

Statistics Train Valid Test
# of modalities (v,a,t) (v,a,t) (v,a,t)

# of TV plays 26 5 9

# of dialogues 8,086 934 2,815

# of utterances 94,187 11,137 27,438

# of speakers 273 38 81

Avg. # utt. per dial. 11.6 11.9 9.7

Max # utt. per dial. 75 31 34

Avg. emot. per dial. 2.8 3.4 3.2

Avg. DAs per dial. 3.6 3.7 3.2

Avg. utt. length 8.3 8.2 8.3

Max utt. length 127 42 45

Avg. duration 2.1s 2.12s 2.21s

Table 4: Summary of CPED dataset statistics. utt.,
dial., emot. refer to utterance, dialogue, emotion.
(v,a,t)=(visual, audio, text).

Utterance Overlap Processing Automatic sub- 289

title extraction will be accompanied by utterance 290

overlap, which means that one utterance contains 291

the content of two speakers talking (Table 3). The 292

statistics indicated that there were 4,613 utterance 293

overlaps identified by annotators during the con- 294

struction of the entire dataset. These utterance 295

samples were correctly cut into multiple utterances, 296

and the emotions and DAs were respectively rean- 297

notated. 298

3.4 Corpus Exploration 299

Dataset Split We randomly split the CPED 300

dataset into three sets: train, valid and test accord- 301

ing to the ratio of 7:1:2. In order to avoid data 302

leakage, the split of the dataset is based on TV se- 303

ries, which ensures that the speakers in the training 304

set will not appear in the valid/test set. 305

Dataset Statistics Figure 2 presents the distribu- 306

tion of the genders, ages groups, sentiments, emo- 307

tions and DAs of the CPED dataset. The ratio 308

of males to females is close to 1:1, which makes 309

the distribution of personality and emotion close 310

to the real world. Similar to other conversation 311

datasets, the distribution of emotion and DA la- 312

bels are unbalanced. Among them, “neutral” ac- 313

counts for 32.4% of all emotions. The statistics 314

of CPED are listed in Table 4. The average num- 315

bers of emotions per dialogue, i.e., the number of 316

different emotion categories, are 2.8, 3.4 and 3.2 317

in training/validation/testing samples. The average 318

DAs per dialogue are 3.6, 3.7, and 3.2 in train- 319

ing/validation/testing samples. 320
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Figure 2: Distribution of Gender, Age Group, Sentiment, Emotion and DA in CPED Dataset.

4 Personalized and Emotional321

Conversation322

In this section, we provide several benchmarks323

for the Personalized and Emotional Conversation324

(PEC) task on the proposed CPED. Conversation325

generation models can usually be divided into326

retrieval-based (Yan et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2020)327

and generative (Sordoni et al., 2015b; Zhang et al.,328

2020; Zheng et al., 2020b). As shown in Figure329

3, generative conversation models can be divided330

into three types: (1) w/o control signal (Luo et al.,331

2018; Zhang et al., 2020), (2) implicit embedding332

(Zheng et al., 2020b; Zandie and Mahoor, 2020;333

Zheng et al., 2021), and (3) explicit fusion (Zhou334

et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2021). Generally, the335

latter two architectures are used for personalized336

conversation generation or emotional conversation337

generation.338

4.1 Task Definition339

We research enabling the conversation genera-340

tion system to generate more anthropomorphic re-341

ply content by infusing emotion and personality342

at the same time. Personalized and Emotional 343

Conversation (PEC) is defined as follows: Given 344

the personalized information (PR1 and PR2) of two 345

speakers, their conversation context C, the emotion 346

EK and DA DK of the response to be generated, 347

and the personalized information PK of the respon- 348

der, the goal is to generate an anthropomorphic 349

response Y . 350

Y = argmax
Y ′

P (Y ′|C,EK , DK , PK) (1) 351

Particularly, context C = {(U1, E1, D1, P1), ..., 352

(UK−1, EK−1, DK−1, PK−1)} contains multi-turn 353

conversation content (i.e., utterance Ui), emotion 354

Ei of the associated utterance, DA Di of the asso- 355

ciated utterance, and personalized information Pi 356

of the associated speaker. 357

4.2 Baseline Models 358

As shown in Figure 3, we compare several cate- 359

gories of generative models and our method on 360

CPED: 361

w/o control signal: (1) Seq2Seq(Sutskever et al., 362

2014), the classical dialogue generation model we 363
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context

(a) w/o control signal (b) implicit embedding (c) explicit fusion 

context context

external signal

output output

output

Encoder-Decoder

external signal

Encoder-Decoder Encoder-Decoder

Figure 3: The generic framework of PEC. Three type of generative dialogue generation model are devised. External
signal represents emotion, personality, DA and other prior knowledge that is used to control the conversation
generation.

selected, is widely used in conversation generation.364

(2) Transformer(Vaswani et al., 2017), the sec-365

ond model that we evaluate, is an encoder-decoder366

framework based on a self-attention mechanism.367

The transformer has been widely applied in ma-368

chine translation(Vaswani et al., 2017), language369

modeling(Devlin et al., 2019), dialogue genera-370

tion, etc. (3) GPT(Zhang et al., 2020) has recently371

gradually been used in the field of dialog genera-372

tion(Zhang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). Follow-373

ing (Wang et al., 2020), we fine-tune CDial-GPT374

on the CPED dataset.375

Implicit embedding: {emo+da}-GPT is the pro-376

posed method inspired by (Zheng et al., 2020b)377

that adds word embeddings Ew, segmentation em-378

beddings Eseq, position embeddings Epos, emo-379

tion embeddings Eemo and DA embeddings Eda380

together as the input embeddings for GPT:381

E = Ew + Eemo + Eda + Epos + Eseq (2)382

Explicit fusion: GPT-{per+emo+da} is the pro-383

posed method that infuses emotion EK and DA384

DK of the response to be generated and the person-385

alized information PK of the responder. For the386

emotion and DA, we constructed the embedding387

matrix separately to obtain emotion embedding Eg388

and DA embedding Dg, respectively. The embed-389

ding of personalized information is computed by390

a two-layer fully connected feed-forward neural391

network FNN(*) to project PK to word embedding392

space Pg as follows:393

Pg = FNN(PK) (3)394

Subsequently, emotion embedding Eg, DA em-395

bedding Dg and personalization embedding Pg are396

concatenated together and then infused by a fully397

connected feed-forward neural network FNN(*) to 398

generate control vector Cg: 399

Cg = FNN([Eg;Dg;Pg]) (4) 400

We design a conditional layer to control the text 401

generation: 402

Oc = O + g ⊙ Cg + (1− g)⊙Rg (5) 403

where O is the output of the last hidden layer 404

of the language model (transformer or GPT, etc.). 405

Rg denotes the role of the responder, which is the 406

word embedding of “[speaker1]” or “[speaker2]”.⊙ 407

is elementwise multiplication. g ∈ [0, 1] denotes 408

the condition weight as follows: 409

g = σ(FNN([O;Cg;Rg]) (6) 410

where σ(∗) is an activation function (e.g., 411

Tanh(∗)). 412

4.3 Automatic Evaluation 413

Metrics The perplexity (PPL) and BLEU (Pa- 414

pineni et al., 2002) are used to evaluate the rele- 415

vance and fluency of the generated responses, re- 416

spectively. Then, distinct-n (D-1, D-2) (Li et al., 417

2016) is applied to evaluate the degree of diver- 418

sity. Greedy matching (Gre.), embedding average 419

(Avg.) (Liu et al., 2016) and FBERT of BERTscore 420

(BERT.) (Zhang* et al., 2020) are used to evalu- 421

ate the semantic-level relevance of the generated 422

responses and the reference responses. 423

Results The results in Table 5 show that it is 424

better to explicitly infuse the emotions and per- 425

sonalities of the response to be generated into the 426

conversation model than implicitly embed them. 427

Compared to the baseline model GPT, GPT-emo 428

achieves the best PPL (2.59↓), D-1 (0.0132↑) and 429
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Type Methods Automatic. Manual.
PPL BLEU D-1 D-2 Gre. Avg. BERT. Con. Emo. Per.

w/o control
signal

Seq2seq 107.3 0.0077 0.0252 0.1846 0.4529 0.5074 0.5196 0.823 0.726 0.684

Transformer 62.82 0.1680 0.0264 0.2031 0.4674 0.5190 0.5519 1.015 0.873 0.706

GPT 20.07 0.1171 0.0482 0.2738 0.4922 0.5509 0.5629 1.118 0.963 0.760

implicit
embedding

{emo+da}-GPT 21.60 0.1304 0.0476 0.2785 0.4962 0.5552 0.5674 1.193 1.068 0.893

w/o emo 22.84 0.1252 0.0451 0.2746 0.4964 0.5564 0.5666 1.050 0.977 0.793

w/o da 22.09 0.1272 0.0473 0.2790 0.4962 0.5556 0.5669 1.093 0.971 0.782

explicit
fusion

GPT-{emo} 17.48 0.1342 0.0614 0.3430 0.4996 0.5588 0.5709 1.295 1.195 0.940

GPT-{per} 18.08 0.1372 0.0592 0.3363 0.5009 0.5606 0.5715 1.308 1.042 1.043

GPT-{da} 17.72 0.1325 0.0605 0.3389 0.5017 0.5610 0.5703 1.285 1.047 1.003

GPT-{per+emo} 17.70 0.1403 0.0602 0.3388 0.5026 0.5617 0.5719 1.307 1.298 1.075

GPT-{per+emo+da} 17.80 0.1382 0.0601 0.3404 0.5012 0.5608 0.5722 1.390 1.232 1.237

Table 5: Evaluation results on CPED. The automatic evaluation includes the perplexity (PPL), BLEU, distinct-n
(D-1, D-2), greedy matching (Gre.), embedding average (Avg.) and BERTscore (BERT.). The manual evaluation
includes the content consistency (Con.), emotion correlation (Emo.) and personification capabilities (Per.).

D-2 (0.0692↑); GPT-{per+emo} achieves the best430

Gre. (0.0104↑) and Avg. (0.0108↑); and GPT-431

{per+emo+da} achieves the best BERT. (0.0093↑).432

The results demonstrate the superiority and effec-433

tiveness of explicitly infusing emotions and person-434

alities into open-domain conversation generation.435

4.4 Manual Evaluation436

Metrics Three individual experts majoring in437

Chinese language and literature were asked to eval-438

uate the generated responses in terms of content439

consistency (Con.), emotion correlation (Emo.)440

and personification capabilities (Per.). Con. de-441

notes the consistency of the topic and content ac-442

cording to the conversation context. Emo. de-443

notes the emotional relevance and rationality of the444

response generated by the dialogue system. Per.445

denotes the personification capabilities of the dia-446

logue system and is applied to measure the human-447

like expression ability. The rating scale is (0, 1, 2),448

where 0 means the worst and 2 means the best.449

Results Two hundred dialogues were randomly450

sampled from the test set of CPED for manual eval-451

uation. Fleiss’ kappa(Fleiss, 1971) is calculated to452

measure the inter-rater consistency for Con., Emo.,453

and Per., which are 0.658, 0.632 and 0.646, indicat-454

ing substantial annotation agreement respectively.455

Table 5 shows the results of the manual evaluation456

in terms of content, emotion and personification.457

We observe that GPT-{per+emo+da} achieves the458

best Con. (0.272↑) and the best Per. (0.477↑) com-459

pared with GPT while GPT-{per+emo} achieves460

the best Emo. (0.335↑). This demonstrates that461

“explicit fusion” can effectively benefit the conver- 462

sation generation model to generate more anthropo- 463

morphic responses. Furthermore, explicitly speci- 464

fying the emotion and personality of the responses 465

will improve the emotional expression ability and 466

personality expression ability of the dialogue sys- 467

tem. 468

5 Conclusion and Future Work 469

In this paper, we proposed the dataset CPED, a 470

large-scale Chinese personalized and emotional di- 471

alogue dataset containing more than 11K dialogues 472

with 392 speakers from 40 TV shows. CPED con- 473

tains abundant prior information about emotions, 474

personalities, dialog acts and other items. The eval- 475

uation results of the baseline models are initial but 476

indicative. Explicitly infusing emotions, personali- 477

ties and dialog acts of the response to be generated 478

can improve the personification level and emotional 479

expression of a dialogue system. We believe that 480

CPED can help researchers study personalized and 481

emotional conversation (PEC). 482

Based on the abundant emotions, personalities, 483

and multimodal contexts of CPED, future work 484

can explore the following: (i) modeling or recog- 485

nition of speakers’ personality and emotion, (ii) 486

prediction of responded emotion and personality, 487

(iii) personalized and emotional conversation gen- 488

eration using multimodal contexts, (iv) pretrained 489

PEC model for empathetic conversation or mental 490

health support, etc. 491
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A Implementation Details751

We use transformers3(Wolf et al., 2020) and CDial-752

GPT4 to implement the baseline model. Emotion753

and DA labels are added to the dictionary as special754

characters through the function add_special_tokens755

of transformers for {emo+da}-GPT. The dimen-756

sion of the word embeddings is set to 768, and757

the input length is ≤ 512 tokens. The dropout758

rate is set to 0.1, and the total number of training759

epochs is set to 120. We used the AdamW opti-760

mizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and the Noam761

learning rate scheduler (Vaswani et al., 2017) with762

warmup_steps = 10000. We conduct experi-763

ments on Ubuntu 18.04 with 2 GeForce RTX 2080ti764

GPUs. The number of parameters in the models765

used and GPU hours are shown in Table 6.766

3https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers

4https://github.com/thu-coai/CDial-GPT

Type Model Param. GPU
hours

w/o control
signal GPT 95.500M 10h56m

implicitly
embedding

{emo+da}-GPT 95.525M 11h25m

w/o emo 95.515M 11h16m

w/o da 95.510M 11h31m

explicitly
fusion

GPT-{emo} 97.281M 11h21m

GPT-{per} 97.309M 11h23m

GPT-{da} 97.286M 11h2m

GPT-{per+emo} 97.320M 11h27m

GPT-{per+emo+da} 99.104M 11h36m

Table 6: Parameters and GPU hours of the models.

B Ethical Considerations 767

Data and Privacy All the dialogue materials are 768

based on TV dramas (publicly available source: 769

Tencent Video5, Youku Video6, iQiyi Video7) in 770

which the names of the characters are all fictitious. 771

Correspondingly, the personalities are also marked 772

from the performance of the characters in the TV 773

dramas. 774

Type Model Neg. Dan.
w/o control

signal GPT 1.0% 0.5%

implicitly
embedding

{emo+da}-GPT 3.5% 0.0%

w/o emo 1.5% 0.0%

w/o da 3.0% 0.5%

explicitly
fusion

GPT-{emo} 4.5% 0.5%

GPT-{per} 3.5% 0.5%

GPT-{da} 0.5% 0.0%

GPT-{per+emo} 3.5% 1.0%

GPT-{per+emo+da} 2.5% 1.5%

Table 7: Statistics of the negative responses and danger-
ous responses generated by the baseline models. Neg.
is the proportion of negative responses, and Dan. is the
proportion of angry responses.

Potential bias and Ethical Risk We realize that 775

if the model learns anthropomorphic expression 776

ability, it may also learn the negative expressions 777

or dangerous expressions brought about by person- 778

ality. Negative responses represent those responses 779

that make the emotions of both sides of the con- 780

versation develop in a worse direction. Dangerous 781

responses represent those types of responses that 782

5https://v.qq.com
6https://youku.com
7https://iqiyi.com
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Figure 4: Relation between the Emotions and DAs.

involve suicide, abetting others to commit suicide,783

intimidation, etc. As shown in Table 7, we ran-784

domly selected 200 samples from the test set and785

counted the proportions of negative responses and786

dangerous responses. It is foreseeable that by im-787

proving the personification level of the dialogue788

generation model, it is also possible for the dia-789

logue model to learn those risk responses. When790

using the CPED dataset, users should consider how791

to reduce the possibility of risk responses from792

the dialogue system while improving the level of793

personification of the dialogue system.794

One utterance
Dialogue_ID 01_000
Utterance_ID 01_000_000
Speaker 童文洁(Tong Wenjie)
Gender female
Age middle-aged
Sentiment neutral
Emotion neutral
Big Five (high, high, low, low, high)
DA greeting
Scene other-venue
Utterance 真巧(What a coincidence)

Table 8: CPED dataset format for an utterance. Big Five
= (neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness,
and conscientiousness)

C Dataset sample 795

Each sample in the CPED dataset is composed of 796

a series of utterance-level videos, textual context 797

and multiple annotation results (name, gender, age 798

group, Big Five personality, sentiment, emotion 799

and DA). Table 8 shows the final format of one ut- 800

terance on the CPED dataset in which researchers 801

can obtain the audio file and video file correspond- 802

ing to the utterance through Utterance_ID. 803

D Relationships between Emotions and 804

DAs 805

Furthermore, we observed the relationships be- 806

tween emotions and DAs using Eq (7), as shown in 807

Figure 4. According to the statistics, most DAs will 808

appear at the same time as “neutral”. “Appreciation 809

(ba)” is mainly related to “happy” (44.9%). “Thank- 810

ing (ft)” has an obvious correlation with “happy” 811

and “grateful”. “Disagreement (dag)”, “command 812

(c)” and “irony (ir)” have significant correlations 813

with “angry”. “Comfort (cf)” has an obvious corre- 814

lation with “worried”. 815

P (e|da) ≈ f(e|da) = sum(e|da)
sum(da)

(7) 816

E Case Study 817

In Table 9, we present an example of the answers 818

generated by the baseline models to give insight 819
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Ex. 1 Speaker Emotion DA Utterance

Dialogue
History

Zeng Xiaoxian neutral sd 要挽留美嘉,(To retain Meijia,)

Zeng Xiaoxian positive(o) sd 当然是用子乔的照片了。(Certainly, I used Ziqiao’s
photo.)

Hu Yifei anger sd 你盗用我的创意。(You theft of my idea.)

Zeng Xiaoxian neutral sd 奇怪了。(It’s weird.)

Zeng Xiaoxian neutral sd 我们是在比谁更了解美嘉的心思。(We are comparing
who knows the mind of Meijia better.)

Zeng Xiaoxian neutral sd 又不是比创意。(Not comparing the creativity.)

Zeng Xiaoxian relaxed sd 要放当然放我的。(Of course, place mine.)

Hu Yifei negative(o) c 把我这张也放进去。(Place mine into there too.)

Zeng Xiaoxian negative(o) dag 不行。(No way.)

Zeng Xiaoxian depress q 那么有效的话算谁的?(If it is effective, Whose credit is
this?)

Hu Yifei anger sv 当然算我的，是我的主意。(Of course it counts as mine,
this is my idea.)

Golden Zeng Xiaoxian anger dag 没门！(No way!)
w/o control

signal GPT - - 我还是想要你的。(I still want yours.)

implicitly
embedding

{emo+da}-GPT - - 我就不用你的。(I will not use yours.)

w/o emo - - 你是我的。(You belong to me.)

w/o da - - 你在哪？(Where are you?)

explicitly
fusion

GPT-{emo} anger - 我决定了。(I’ve made a decision.)

GPT-{per} - - 怎么算？(How to judge?)

GPT-{da} - dag 行吗？(Will that work?)

GPT-{per+emo} anger - 我一定会好好考虑。(I will definitely think about it.)

GPT-{per+emo+da} anger dag 你想得美。(When pigs fly!)

Table 9: Sample responses generated by the baseline models. The personality of the responder is (male, high, high,
high, high, low) in terms of (Gender, Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness).sd:
statement-non-opinion, c: command, dag: disagreement, q: question, sv: statement-opinion.

into whether the emotion and personality of the820

generated responses are expressed appropriately.821

The table shows that GPT-{per+emo+da} can gen-822

erate highly anthropomorphic responses (e.g.,你想823

得美。(When pigs fly!)) with appropriate emotion824

and personality while the GPT could not express825

the emotion “anger” with the generated response826

“我还是想要你的。(I still want yours.)”. In other827

words, when the emotion and DA of a response are828

generated and the personalities of the responder are829

explicitly infused into the conversation generation830

model, the model can perform with a high personi-831

fication level and suitable emotional expression.832

F Annotation Tool833

We built two Windows applications for dialogue834

segment and annotation by using the PyQt8 tool, as835

shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In the dialogue seg-836

ment cutting stage, the annotators click the button837

8https://www.riverbankcomputing.com/
software/pyqt

"打开视频 (open video)", select an original video 838

(about 40min), and then mark the start time and 839

end time of the dialogue segment by repeatedly 840

clicking the buttons "对话开始 (start of dialogue)" 841

and "对话结束 (end of dialogue)". 842

Figure 5: Tools for dialogue segment selection.

As shown in Figure 6, annotators click "open 843

video" to open a short dialogue video and the cor- 844

responding subtitle file. For each sentence, anno- 845

tators need to select the sentiment, emotion and 846

dialogue act. Meanwhile, they need to fill in the 847
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Figure 6: Conversation annotation application.

speaker’s name of each sentence and the scene of848

the whole dialogue sample.849
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